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The Tr al eed for the examination of Native (Amerindian)
orthographies in an educational Light has grown dramatically in the

last decade. Schools for Native children have begun to use Native
languages in various ways in their programs. Almost inevitably the

formal teaching of literacy skills in a Native language is involved.

For the largest group of Amerindians in the province of Ontario, the

Cree arid the Ojilwa,*two different rypep of orthography -- syllabic

and roman -- are available for school use. The purpose of this

study is examine the psycholingUistic implications of using one or

ether of t1iese types of orthography in various kinds of Native language

programs fer Cree children.

Two considerations are relevant for programs that iivvolve

literacy in any way. One is the relative learnability and

of the Native orthographies to be_used. The second' is

transfer of literacy skills to and from literacy in an official

wage (English or French), since literacy in an official language

always Tart of a Native school program. In some programs Native

cy precedes official language literacy and in others it is begun

ter official language literacy is established. Therefore, the

potential for transfer of literacy skills in either direction has to

be considered.

two types of evidence are used in this study. The first is

evidence wtich can be broad') referred to as .psychologicel research.

By this we mean research on cognitive functioning, psycholinguistic

research, linguistic thenry`and theory of perception. Unfortunately

for our present purposes, most o this kind" of information consists of

studies involving only one language and one orthography. Comparisons

between radically different orthographies and between languages are
rare. The second typd of-,evidence.is research on the teaching of reading

in bilingual education prograin a qumber of contexts. This evidence

is derived from a comparison of tlie-findings of vaPiaus evaluations of

such programs.

The popula tion for this study is elementary ,school cbildeen-in_

Ontario of Cree background. Among the Cree speaking population of tke--

province, there are those who use a syllabic orthography to represent
their language and those:M.10 use a roman orthography. Many speakers. do

not write In their NatiVe language. Cree has many dialects andno-
,
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single diale4 is,.considered standard or preferred as.is the case

European languages. Although the Cree .arethe population considered
'here, and Qree examples are used throughoUt, the same characteristics

hold for Ojibwa and Nontagnais which are closely related language's-

in Canada: These languages share with Croe, the strng,mral
features and-otthographiC problems which are the.c6-67Cern of this study.

We have aimited our considerations to the first six. or seven year

of:formalischooling. It is during these years that the basic literacy

skills are generally established. And it is far'these grades that the

new or proposed Native language programs have been or are being,developed.

However, many of the points'made here are relevant to older learners and'

users of Native orthographies.

In recent Years sever al aPProAches to the inclusion of the Native

langlJges in education for Native children have been initiated. There

are Lasically four types of Native languageTprogram which have been

established. The two most common are prograbs which are inserted as-
separate entities, i.e. subjects of instruction, into otherWise standard

.pravintialschool curricula. For children who come to school speaking

only or mainly an official language, there are Native language as a
second language programs. For children who come to school speaking only

or mainly a Native language, there-are Native language enrichment and

Native language literacy programs. In both these types .of programs, use

of the Native language.is highly restrictee. In the literature, such a

limited use.of one of the languges.in'education is not usually, referred,
to as 'bilingual education.' HoWever, for our purposes,.the examinatien
of the teaching of reading, we will consider both,of the above types of
program to be forms of bilingual education primarily because they share

many relevant problems with other programs referred to as bilingual-

education in North America and elsewhere.

The othet two types of Native language program., are much more rare.

They involve a change in the mddiuM of instruction, from the child's first

language. One is the vernacular transition, type of program in which a
Native-speaking child- begine.his eduoatien in his mother tongue. :Men:

gradually over a transition period-of usually three to-fiVe Years.the

"school language Is switched to the official. language. neh a program for
literacy has been developed inlManitobafor a transition from Cree and

!Ojibwa to English. The fourth type of-program is the immersion approach.
The official language speaking child receives all initial schooling in

Ithelative language and later receives part of his education in his mother

tongue. At W764t Bay, Ontario, where many of thechildren do not know their
traditional lafIguage, Ojibwa, an immersion approach-is being tried, where
Ojibwa is the Ammersionjanguage-and instruction in Engli$h,,the pother
tpngue: is introduced laterr-trwthe school program.' -

ItqPagY2111S!

There ate many varieties af both 'syllabic and roman systems
cree orthography in use at the present. We have chosdn'a Version of
each 'that is described In the published literature. In general, The

differences among varieties in use minor-enough that the present
.
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discussion may be considered r elevant tc Cr-ee roman 'and syllabic orthography

varieties as whole,

Syllabics

IiistoricallTall the current syllabic orthographies for Canadian

Native languages derive from the sYllabic,orthovaphy for Cre developgd

by a Methodist missionary, 'James Evans,in 1840. Although the original

syllabary of Evans has undergone several relatively trivial changes over

time, the extant Ctee syllabaries fully illustrate,the basic principles

which are used in all the syllabic systems derived from Evans' original.

Figure l'shows the two main varieties of syllabic orthographies with some

internal variations as well.

Eastern and Western Sy Ilatlaries

°Rio a/aa

gu

11 h



The syllabic system is based on the principle that one orthographic

symbol represents the sound of at entire syllable wIlAch is comprised of

one (or-no) consonant followed by'a vowel. At iirse glance the syllabic

system i strikinglY different in appearance from the alphabetic ortho-

graphies we are familiar with. Each large geometic shape represents a

q consonant value and the particular rotation of the character indicates

the vowel quality of the syllable. 'There are four distinctive-vowel

qualities in Cree so that the four cardinal directions of the rotation
represent the vowel of the syllable. In addition to vowel quality, the
duration of a vowel is also distinctive in Cree, and a long vowel can
be represented in the syllabary by a (a) over the syllable character.

In addition to the syllable signs, there are algo symbols for,simple
vowel and consonant sounds. slotice that the first row of Figure 1%- shows

syllable character's which do not have a consonant in the syllable
1
and the

two right-most columns represent only single consonant sounds: It is thus

possible' to represent a sequence of Vell with two symbols.

The neat chart of Vigure 1 represents the system in what appears
to be a'highly regular'qnd sysCkatic way. Notice that the rotation of

syllable characters in the itst three rows is:

0

However the rotation' pattOrn 'the other rows is not the same. Moreover

it is 'difficult to determine by the shape of the .character the particular

direction of an orientation.. That is, the particular part of the character

which is indicating the direction is in many cases ambiguous. In the ease

of P (ki) and Cr. (ni) this' is. especially striking. What emerges then is-,

a duasystem of rotation:
.

The use of,syllahics is widespread Over a Large area of-Canada.
In general, the only appreCiable body of syllabic materials which is

readily available is of a liturgical nature. The amount of material
which -is available-for teaching reading to children is at present negligible.
It should be noted that for many Native people, syllabics are regarded as

a tangible symbol of. 'Indianness' and as such have a social value.

Roman orthography

There are many versions of roman orthography which have been used

for Cree. For the purposes of, this study only, the "Proposed Standard
-Raman Orthography for Cree" presented by Ellis (1971) will be considered.

This orthography has three intended. purposes:_. 1) to represent a close
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fit between the distinctive sounds and thCletters used, (2) to.provide

the greatest availability and economy of type style and (3) to provide a

resemblance to the standard official language 'orthographies with a maximum

transfer value between Cree and English spelling. Figure 2-summarizes the

orthographic symbols of the standard. roman Orthography for Cree.

figure 2

STANDARD ROMAN ORTHOGRAPHY'. FOR CREE

..consonants: p t c

s
(g)

m n.

(1)
'(r)

(d)

vowels: 0, 0
a$ a

h

The following exNmple illustrates the use of the roman and Ea ern.

syllabic systems for Cree:

Torantohk pitama e-wi itohteyan, eke maka mina Moliyahk

Toronto

ACL Z1Du

The Official. Langua

an

Vri Lb f-o-

there;.and then to Montrea

Some charapteristics of the orthographies of the official,languages,

English and French, are important in the discussion Of trajtlefer of literacy

skilla. These aspects will be described as they are relevant to the

arguments. ForloaCkground information here it is only necessary to point

out that, relative to any orthography for an Amerindian language', the

orthographies ofEnglish and French are highly standardized and that the

' standard, forms are.widely accepted.socially and for,educational use. V

ABM READABILITY' OF -PHONEMIC VE. ORPHOTHONERIC ORTROC1APHIES

John Bowning(1973:,202-3) points out that:

linguists and others faced with the task of

creating a new'brthography for a previously unwritten

language, or would-he spelling refotmers, face a

series of difficult choices. But . . perhaps the

most serious dilemma is the 'choice between (I) Lac.--

ilitatng rapid and effective reading in the literate

O
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adult and (2) promoting cognitive clarity in the

learning-to-read process of beginners., Most
English spelling reformers, for example, have
concerned themselves with.the latter and given

little or no thought to the former. In contrast,

some academic linguists have rejected reform

because of concern for the former, and.dismissed
rather lightly the psychological needs of the latter.

The final practical Outcome in literacy development
is influenced both by the learning-to-read process
and the reading process. _ The choice depends in the
final analysis on cOltural and social priorities.

Begi nning Readers

The learning-to-read process is the process by which the learner

cracks the code of the written_ language. He must first of all find the

system that links the written umbras to the oral language that he knows.

This process is difficult or impossible if it involves concepts or

relationships which he does not understand. For example, if the.-learner

does not understand the concept of 'word' and the written language -

divides sequences Of symbols-into words, then the learner may be confused

(Downing 1973: 78-80). Or if the learner analyses oral speech Intr'
different units from the units represented by the graphemes of the

orthography, then confusion may also result. (Gibson and Levin 1975:

119-123).. If the rules that relate the graphemes to words and structures

in-the language vary according to a classification of words and structures

of which the learner is not aware, he will have difficulties (Gillooly

1973 :178). It must be kept in mind that most of those learning to read

are children whose language deveiopment is not yet complete and whose

concepts about their language are probably different frem those of adult

speakers. Also one's awareness of language structure is largely covert,

even for an adult, and particular relationships -between the language and

the Orthography may no 'be parc.o:: an individual's conscious knowledge.

Throughout most of this century, linguists and reading experts

hatre assumed that the ideal orthography is one in which there is a one-

toone correspondence between ail-the phonemes of the language and the

graphemes of the orthography. The learner would then have only to learn

the concept of phoneme and relate each phoneme to one grapheme. It appears

that such a system is easier to learn than other alphabetically based

systems. For example, it is repOrted that the Initial Teaching Alphabet

(i.t.a.), an alphabet designed for English, but with a nearly perfect
one-to-one-correspondence between graphemes and phonemes, is easier t9
learn to read than traditional English orthography (Warburton and 'Southgate

1969). Both English and French have a many-to-many soUndto symbol

relatlonship. That is, a particular sound may have different spellifigs,

and one letter or sequence of letters may stand for more than one sound,,

or perhaps no sound at all .(see Schane 1968: 16):- Children whose first

language is English or French have difficulty at the initial stages of

-learning to read these languages, partly becauseit is hard for them to

comprehend the complex nature of the. sound to symbol relationships.

Studies comparing American children learning to read English with
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German children learning toead German (the German writing system has'

more regular phoneme -grapheme. correspondences than English),
show that

German children are superior to American children in word recognition

at the end of the first two grades (Preston 1953; Samuels 1969). It

appears that the phonemic unit is fairly easy for children (and other

beginning learners). to learn to manipulate, and that a one-to-one

relationship between phonemes and graphemes is clear and easy for them,

to operate on.

Intermediate Readers

Does this initial advantage in learning to read give the leap- Mrs

a continuing advantage in reading over learners who ate using an_ortho-

graphy dependent on more complex laeguage, concepts and language-grapheine

relatipnships? The answer seems to be an unqualified "no "- Warburton

and Southgate state:

The evidence suggests that for most children

in most schools, the use of i.t.a. as an
initial aching alphabet would considerably

raise the children's standard of reading and

their rate df scholastic progress, although

it seems likely that.this advantage would be

lost"after transition (to traditional English

orthography).
(Warburton and Southgate 1969: 276)

Allooly (1973:183) reports that the initial advantage of the

German children over the'American children is,lost in later grades. He

Summarizes research which indicates that (1) American children are

superior to German children in reading speed at the fourth and sixth'

grade levels, (2) that the,incidenCe of-reading disabilities is roughly

equivalent in the two counties, and (3):-that the American children are

either equal or slightly superior to.CheGerman children in reading

comprehension. These data, then, indicate that a one -to -one relationship

of phonemes to grephemesdoes not.result:in in advantage.for reading beyond

the initial stage of learning to -read,

What give,1 the readers of traditional English orthography an equal

opportunity to, or even an advantage over, the readers of simpler writing

systems after the initial stages of learning to read? Many researchers

in the field of learning to read now believe that the answer lies in the

demonstrable fact that traditional English orthography does not always

represent the 'sound' level of English, but often a more abstract level

of the language, often referred to as morphophonemic (Gillool.y 1973;

Smith 1975; NeneZky 1967). At this morphophonemic level, some df the

phonological rules of the language are by-passed so that information

about the meaning of words can be more directly revealed. For example,

we spell 'relative' and 'relational' so that the root of the words, the

first five letters, are the same. The root parts of these words are.

pronounced rather differently:

re latsv vela
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hut-these'd fferences in pronunciation are entirely predictable
according to phonological rules that every speaker of English sub-

consciously knowS. Also we spell differently many common words that

sound the same. In this way it is easier to grasp the meaning when the

context is unclear. For example:

they're green shoes,
their green shoes
there are green shoes

It may also be.true that, even..at the initial stages of learning to
read, by-passing some phonological' rules in a writing system Might bean
advantage'to the learning process. Some interesting information has been

brought forward by Charles Read. He analysed the writing of Treschool
children who had learned the names* of-the lettersof the English alphabet
and who had spontaneously begun to write without formal instruction in
English spelling. ,Regularities in the children's writing led Read to
conclude that the children-analysed the articulatory features of English
and suited their spelling to this analysis. Read (1975: 344) concludes:

A child may.Come to school with an unconscious
notion of phonological categories, in terms of.a
hierarchy of articulatory features.that'define.for
him an ordering of more and less significant phonetic
variation. In his first encounter with standard
spelling, he may seek some systematic relationship
to this analysis, rather than to unanalysed phonemes.
If so, the difference between these systems defines.
an important part of literacy instruction. Thus,
examining children's phonological judgements may

have practical Significance.

Read's study suggests that the -'Unanalysed-phoneme', so highly
regarded by many, (adult) experts in the fields of language and reading,
is not as important-to those children .as the rules which govern the
arrangements of phonetic features in comblnation. Thus, further research
in this area might reveal that children who are beginning-to read 'prefer
a system that clearly reveals the phonological rules of, the language, jpst

as their older fellows at the intermediate stages of reading sdem.,to prefer

morphophonemic clarity. If this were the case,.theri it would,appear that'
the rules,.not the units as adults now generally define them, are the most
psychologically real to the children:

Mature Readers.

wlfat attributes of a writing system facilitate the rapid effective
reading of the literate adult? Mature readrs'cercainly go not puzzle
out each,word by sound

.

as- they read -- going from . letter to letteT. It

seems that mature readers do not even 'read' every word, but sample the
text here and there to confirm or deny their hypotheses about the meaning
of the passage (Smith, 1971). .getting 'he meaning is the essential part
of reading and there is some evidence tosuggest that mature readers almost



Completely by-pass liephonological level of the language as they read

(Smith and Holmes 1971).- This would mean that an orthography that more

clearly reveals morphological features of the language should be more

efficient'for,mature readers than a purely phOneme-.based system.

In his review of studies on reading.-efficiency in mature readers,

Gilooly concludes that this is'not thercase. He quotes studies on. the

eye movements of mature readers of many different types of . orthography

which conclude that ". . . the general nature ofthe reading act is

essentially the, same among all mature readers" (1973: 185). He also

cites a Chinese-English comparison -of reading speed which-revealed no

significant difference in the content covered per unit of time, -Op this

basis Gillooly concludes:

that while writing system characteristics
affect the early and intermediate stages of

learning to read, they do not 'influence the
reading process once Vie skill is attained.

(Gillooly, 1973: 186)

To sum, up the previous discussion,'then, there rppear to be three

stages in the learning to read and reading process. 'At'the initial stage

the learner attends to the relationship between thd phonology of the

language and:the orthography._ It'seeims that either regularity of corres-

ponence of sound.to grapheme, or the use of psychologically appropriate

phonologiealunita on which to base the graphemes, or both, would provide

for maximum learnability at this stage. After a few years of literacy

trainingf the learner seems to be aided by the presence iu the writing

system of'devices which indicate some of the morphophonemic rules of the

language, even if these devices hide some phonological information. 9nce

they have'passed through these two learning'stages, however, litetate adults

seem to be unaffected by the characteristics of the writing system. The

data On which these conclusions *concerning learning taread were based,

were obtained from Studies of childrenwho-beOn-theit literacy training

at about Agt 6. The relevance to'literacy training of adults or Older

children is not.certain.

Learning Stage's and the tree 0rthographies

Both the roman.and syllabic syStems would seem.to be. ell suited

to the needsof the ll,tetacylearner at the initial stage of learning

to read since they are phonologidally based and they have regular corres-

pondence between the graphemes and the phonemes. . The'evidence brought

forward by Read suggests that the 'unanalysed ph8Nemh' might not the

ideal Orthographic unit fOr initial lehrnets. He recommends -that researchers

be aware of the fact that young children may focus on certain articulatory

.features that blur phonemic distinations. We feel that the same approach

should be taken with Cree. PhotemIcally based orthographies'have been
successfully.usedwith learners of many different language backgrouads,

And we have no evidence that Cree learners would analyse their phOnology

into other than phonemic units. But we feel that it would_ be useful if

Cree literacy teachers of young children Were aware of the'fact that their

:pupils may encounter some difficulties;
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-On the basis of the foregoing discussion, it would appear that Cree

learners who use either the syllabic or the roman orthography are likely

to benefit from the tendency Of phonemically based orthographies to"

'facilitate learning at the beginning stages.of learning to read more

than morphophonemically based orthographies. They would probably be in

the same position as GerMan readers at.. the intermediatejearning stage.

That is they would not do as-well in reading speed as, learners who

were using an orthography which revealed some of the morphophonemic

aspects of the, language. And at the final stages of the acquisition
of reading skills, mature readers of Cree probably neither benefit nor

suffer from the characteristics so far considered of the orthographies.

S

Psychological R a 2ty of Sound Units

As pointed out above, the task of learning to. read is made difficult

or impassible if there is a mismatch between.the language units on which
the orthography is based and the learner's concepts about the language.

The best supporting evidence in favour of the learn'ability of any orthog-

-raphy, then; would be that the language unit's on which it was based'had

more psychological reality than any other units. In a review of literature

on experiments relating to the psychological reality of syllables.and.
phonemes,. Gibson and Levin (1975) found no conclusive data in favour of

either type of unit for adult subjects. However, they report'on a number

ofexperiments with young children in which the_ehildren were askedto
identify or manipulate phonemes and syllablq4. In general; thd children

were able to deal successfully with syllables long before phonemes.

Gibson and Levin (1975: 92), taking into consideration these experiments

on both children anti adults, conclude that:

These findings do not mean that Syllables or even,
phoneme's may not be efficient perceptual-units,
but that one linguistic' level is not intrinsically
more real than another ... it is difficult for

young children to segment, that is,' pay attention
to phonemes, but 'they can with training attend to

.units at that level. ,Similarly,. syllables appear

to be more available than phonemes under certain
task, requirements.

For the purposes of Orthography-development or selection, an.

_important consideration would therefore be the age at which literacy

itraining is begun. If literacy is to be introduced-to very young learnerd,

then the use of a syllabic system would be valuable. It would by- pass- the

problem of having to teach the children to attend to phonemes. lut for
learners after the age of eight or Ao, the-problem does not seem to be

acute '(see also 'Downing 1973: 200)-.

Evidence froM Other yllabic Systems.

Without drawing exact comparisons to alphabetic literacy acquisition,
there are- reports which' attest to the ease' with which syllabth systems
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.

are learned. Gelb (1963: 203) mentions u variety of rattier obAcure

souraes. The most likely source for information on syllabic literacy

is material on modern Japanese. In Japanese writing, 'two syllabaries,

each containing 48 characters, are used. Unfortunately.for.our present

purposes, however, these syllabic characters are combined' with,logographic

characters .in normal writing. 'Ther0fora it is, hard to separate the, effects

ca,the.problema of reading logographs. from those of reading the syllabaries.

Makita and Sakamoto (in Downing, 1973: 446-60) say that, almost all Japanese

children can'read nlIa&211, the most commonly used syllabary, before they

are of school age. They also report that "more than '99Z of people in

'Japan are literate, the maj6r exception being the mentally retarded." Makita

conducted a survey which indicated that less than ono per cent of Japanese

children have reading disabilities, but since reading in this case included

the reading of logographs as well as the syllabary, it is hard to judge

the'role.of the syllabic system in this remarkable statistic. Sakamoto

and Makita offer as, part of their explanation for the low Japanese rate

of reading disability that:

Learning

Kane (the syllabarios ) . . . are phonetic signs that

,usually consist of a consonant and a vowelarepresenLed
in a single letter and carrying no meaning pay se.

Kana, then, are more comparable to the Roman alphabet.

The difference, however, lies in Kana.being represen-
tations of syllable sounds that are consistently read in

the same way. The ROMM alphabet represents unitary
phonemes, and the ways they are read in a language
such as 2nglish teary according to their combinations.,

In other words, whereas each syllable pound is repre-
.

vented by a specific corresponding Karla in Japanese,

as is each phoneme in the i.t.a. medium for English,

this is not the case In the traditional use of the

Roman alphabet in English. Thus' either stable-or

unstable script-phonetic relationships are caused.

Although there is no difference between Kana and "the
conventional use of the Roman alphabet in English,
plasmuch as the comptehension of a spelled word is
not to 'be expected unless the reading of each individual

letter ip completed, the multiple variability of ahe

reading of an alphabetical letter in languages such as

English is more confusing and misleading.

tier Names and PrOnoanoing Sound Unit

Turning to research on alphabbtic systems, we find a number of aspect

which have potential relevance to,the syllabic-alphabetic comparison.

Downing (1971: 209-12) and Gibson (1975: 295) cite considerable research

which indicates that learning the names of the letters in English and

Russian does not help'a child to learn to read. Letter names inJnglish

give little useful information about the sound which the letter might

represent in a piece of English text (particularly 'N', 'W' and '1").

Syllables, on the-other hand, 'are pronounceable by themselves. -In learning

to recognize and write the charaeters.of a syllabic .system, ',then, the

need is eliminated to learn letter names other than the sound whieh'the

syllable grapheme would represent in writing:
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ibson (1975: 291) discussing'literacy training in:Epglish for smell

children,-points out hat phonemic discrimination should be taught by-

[n

having children liste to units no smaller than a syllable. She cites

a study which demons rates that:

. phonemic invariance can not be extracted
ftogi,% smaller speech sample than a syllable.
Asking children to do so is not only artificial
(and abSurd,to them), it is impossible.

This particular pedagogical problem is imdzed in the teaching, cf syllabic

reading and writing.

Number of Graphemes

The number of graphemes that must last memorized is inevitably laher
for a syllabic writing system than ,for a phonemic one. There are always
more possible syllables in natural language than.there are phonemes.
But the task of identifying graphemes seems minor beside- the other learning,

tasks jnvolved in learning to read. Most alphabeticsystems have a variety
of alternative forms (upper and lower-case, cursive and printed, et9.)

and some, such asBindi, have alternative forms of sortie graphemes to
indicate morphophdnemic information such as position in the word. Syllabic-,

systems generally do not have these types of variation. Also, syllabic
systems can,containAdiacritic devices to .systematically reduce the number

of graphemes considerably.

.
Of course syllabdc systems can only be used for languages which

have a re ativelyrestqcted inventory of syli-able 'shapes.' The syllable

structure of Cree is fairly simple. ThiS mama the use.of a large number

of symbols - unnecessary. The syllabic Orthography uses'61 characters and

two diacritics, Ad,the roman .orthography-uses only. about 17 characters

and one ,.diaeritic for vowel length. At first glance this difference" in

the number of symbols to be learned seems to be quite significant.

Evaluating the importance of the number of L .aphentS to be Married

reading Chinese as compared : with English, Downing 4973: 196) quest's-is

however:

. . whether the sheer number of characters to- be
memorized is in itself such a significant cause of

d`iffic,ulty learning to read and write ps has

been commonly supposed.
4

Certainly if the 'number of graphemes: in a logographic systep is not a

'major factor -in reading difficulty then in chooadng between syllabic

and Taman orthography for use with Native languages, differences in the

number of characters should prObably not be a consideration of any priority.

versals of ar:der in Grapheme Sequences

Another problem discussed by Downing (1973:/207) is confusion

over the order.of,reading or writing the letters of a woid-b.;: iearn
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English literacy. He pointe out that "mixed order llebles

not reported as a problem in 'children's learning of the Japanese

syllabary script. ". .1-le does not, however, mention any other orthographies

this regard. If :child were learning a.more phorianically based

orthography than English, it is reasonable that he would not be as Likely

to skip along the letters of the word or even on to later words tO get

essential decoding information. -IntuitiVely, it seems-that.a syllabic

system 'would minimize suEh sequence reversals relative to a. phoneme

based system.

Visual Length and Complexl y orciS

The use of a syllabic .writing system for any particular languag

would produce Visually shbrter words than that of a phoneme based system,

provided that both systems were equally regularly related to the phonology

of the language. There is little experimental evidence which.yould show

that visual word length affects reading in any particular way. Cough

(1972) describes two experiments which indicate, in effect, that it takes,

longer to-read English words that have More letters in them. But then, it

probably takes longer to process a spoken-word if it has more sounds: in it.

Gibson and levin (1975: 198) point out that/
/*

Length of word has sometimes' been considered an
important variable for recognition, but length is

apt/to be confounded with frequency and thus is

not nedesgarily a uniquely graphic feature.

g ges have longer and. shorter words, and it might be Possible

prOre, if frequency of usage were controlled for, that-shorter words

are redoghized faster than long oneswithin;certain ranges of length.

The valr that might accrue fr6M-the use of a syllabic system in order

"to visually shorten words would obviously be relative to the normal length

'of wards in tf4t language. Algonquian languages With their' long verb'

forms night fall into this category- 'There is no reason that other_

bodndaries than word boundaries some morpheme boundaries, for' example)

could not be marked in n-brder to visually break ,up. written words into more

/manageable segments.

It the visual complexity of the individual graphemes'for each system

were controlled for, a word written in a syllabic-system would be

visually less complex ,Chen one written in a phoneme based system.- Would

this reduction in Complxity.b.e an advantage or a disadvantage? Catell (see

Gibson and Levin 1975: 195). demonstrated that adults typically read in

units of words- Each written word, then, must provide the rude' with

enough information to indicate its distinctiveness but, at the scone time

be-simple enough to be readily.identifiable. For any type of writing

system for any language it seems there is probably a'middle range of,

readable conformation 'of words,

Characteristics of fridivtdual Graphemes d Complexity

Tbe qUestion of the 'visual effectiveness .of phonemic and syllabic-.

systems also depends to some extent on the' form of the individual_

graphenes.: the discussion,of length-and compleiity of words-.in-the

previous section is particularly related to this Research into the

recognition of logograpbs.reported by Downing (1973: 203) indicates

that a Alrinum deval of.complexity must be maintained for easy'proce sing.
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ccrmpleX Kenji (Chinese characters-rnore- easily than less complex Kanji

with frequency of usage controiled." He,also 'cites tiong and his finding

That the optimal. number of. strokes in a Chinese character is eleven or

twelve plus or EMU'. It is difficult to.relate studies-Of logo .
graphs to prbtlems pertaining to' phonologically baqed systems. Are ldt

graphs roughly equivalent._ to words in dur terns, or syllables,orindiNrdual
letters? For the purposes of thlk present study, the question of the role .of

visual complexity must he held in abeyan-ce until empirical research_can be
done to determine optimal ranges and to compare the two orthographies in
relation ta such ranges. It is relevant to Cree.Orthographic questions

.
to determine -whether the complexity of an individual grapheme or the

complexity of words or larger units is the host critical in the processing
of written Cree texts.

Orjentation'Revex5als of Graphemes

A good deal has been written about the problems of teaching children
to discriminate between :various roman letters. The main problems seem
to be in the orientation reversal of letters such as 'p' for 'q', 'b' for

and 'N' far 'Z', and in the reversal of sequendes of letters such as
' saw '.-.for 'was' (Gihson1975: 294 -5; Downing, 1973: 2D3).. Shankweiler
and.jiberMan (1972) tested children who had reading Problems in English

d-normal 'young ,readers, and concluded:

'Mouth in the'poor readers have studied, reversals
are apparently nor of great importance, it may be
that they loom larger ,in iMportance' in certain
children with particularly severe and persisting
reading disabilities.

lhey also eport that:

Araong the poor third-grade,_ readers, segUen
reversals (reversals among several le ters).and
orientation reversals (of a single letter) were
Sound to be wholly urcorrelated with each °the

The problem of reversals and of making fine distinctions such as the
-difference between 'I"' and '11' do not seem to be severe, and children earl:
be trained -to overcome these difficulties -(Gibson. and Levin, 1975: 239-246.)

All this research was done cri children learning to-read English. It

should be noted thatmong'the grapheTes of English there are vary few,that-
are horizontal or vertical orientation reversals of each other., In the
Cree roman alphabet,-there is no :letter 'q' or letter so two forther
possibilities-for reversal are eliminated- However, in the case of the
Cree syliabary alternation of orientation is fundamental lo the orthographic

sYsten. It,wouid seem entirely passible that the problem of inversions and
orientation .reversals would he much mor 'severe In learning the syllabary
than in learning the'roman orthography=
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P zeq. dentity of $cands Through,Shapes

In -most phonologically based writing-systems, the choice of the

shape of graphemes is completely arbitrary. There is nothing about the

Particular shape of molt,10a6ne§VILichindi oucates-anythingabtthe
.

categories of the sound units rLpresented. For

example, there is nothing about 'A' a.s opposed to '8' tvhich indicates that

one is ,a vowel and the other is a consonant. And there is nothing about

the Japanese syllable character 1.6' '-(ka) which indicates that.it, begins

with the same' consonant as I (ki) or- has the same syllableas

The Cree r6man syptem presents little excePtion to" thit. Ve,can see that

'a' (short a) is related to W(long ). On.the other hand, the Cree

syllabic system glows a nUmber of phonological correspondences. One

shape is used for all syllables beginning with a particular consonant.

The orientation of that shape indicates the syllable nucleus that is to

..ta be used. Also long vowels are identified with their'short counterparts _

because they are marked in the'system.by using the short vowel syllable

"together with a diacritic.

Therefore, it Luld be argued that the Cree syllabary does not

require the memorization-of a ,large setof independentcharacters, but

that the orientatidn of the characters gives a Clue to the 'PhOnological'

value of the sumbol. -However, in view of 'the somewhat- arbitrary criteria

far determining the baSic orientation, referred to in the description of

the sYllabio system, and the potential. difficulty of discriminating

orientation, as discussed above in the problem of reversals and inversions,

the advantage ofthe tranparent, phonological, relationships beWeenCree
syllabic characters relative to roman characters may be compromised.

. ,

Conclusions an 6E6

The evidence, we have beea able to gather for this section on reading

f"ciencv has generally offered only "indirect answers our questions.

ere able to find very little material comparing the effects of different

types of orthographies on reading and learning to rdad, end we foundvirtUally

no direct comparisons relevant to the comparison .of syllabic as opposed to

phoneme based orthographies. , however, the findings lead us to,tbe e"onclusion
that,there.is probably no real differencd between the leanability of the

Cree roman and Cree syllabic orthographies because they are equally grounded

in the phonology of the language. Ourcomparisons of more specific aspects'

of syllabic and roman orthographies have had less definite results. Far

of the aspects considered did we find' that there was 'concrete evidence

he superiority of the syllabic or roman orthographies. We find no

reason to recommend the use of dne orthography rather than.,the other or

that any changes should be made in the existing orthographies.

The value. of the 'above discussion is twofold: (1) it suggests

severalareas in which experimental research would be useful and (2) it

gives soma -indlcation of potential problem areas for-the teaching of

reading and writing in either orthography. -Three_aspects emerged as

deserving of further attention. The first is that it may,beeesier'for.

very young children to manipulate syllables than,Ohonemes, because syllab es

are pronounceable by thema'elves and therefore are easier= to talc about
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class, and because there is no ne d to learn names or thR graphemes

other than their actual phonological value inthe writing system. The

second is that words written in syllabics may be shorter and less .complex

thanthose-writlen Ih rhe roman script. This is merely speculation at

this point and its value for, improving the perception-of written words is

undetermined. the third aspect is that of the problem of ,reversals.

There is reason" to. believe that, while sequence' reversals of syllabic

graphemes may be less frequent than those of roman graphemes, reversals of

orientation of individual graphemes may cause a much more serious problem

fot learners of syllabics than for learners of the roman system. It is

hoped that further= study will be made to 'discover the actual effect of

these aspects of, the orthographies on those acquiring Aiteracy in"Cree.

And if tree literacy teachers were made aware of the potential problems

they might be able to avoid difficulties in the classroom..

TRANSFER OF LITERACY SKILLS.

At present 'literacy in, an Algonquianlanguageappeare to hav

limited functional role in Native society. Then.why is Native language

literacy being introduced at'all? A compreteanswer to this question would

i.be very complex and no doubt different for each program andfor each school.

.Nonethelessthere are severalarguments whichare commonly put forkh in_

support Of-Native literacy programs. These aguments include_thelp,romotion

and maintenance of the traditional culCure, the develbpment of a strong

sense of Native =identity amongst .Native childten4 and. the promotion and

maintenance 'of the Native language. 'A further-argument, that general

school performance of-Native children wgl be unproved 'as a con"sequence

f the Native language program, is consistently raised in support of these

programs.

In the.caso of the development of reading skills, this claim for

:'improved school achievement-has at least. two - distinct aspRcts. Improved r

school achievement in reading,may.resurt first from the social-pay-thologica

factors)-referred co above, and second froM the transfet of reading skills

from one langune to another. In this section, our aim is to consider the

eastern and nature of the tranfer of skills that may be anticipated in the.

various types of programs that exist., This is not to discount the effect,

of social7psychological factors, which" are'no dpbt extremely important,

but which fall outside the scope of this study..

The discussion of transfer -f literacy *ills will be organized into

four types cif,sivations 4aSed on the. students' first spoken language-'and

the students' first- language of reading:

0 icial-Iangna-
literacy first

Native language
literacy first

Native. language

. dominant
Dffibial language.
d6minant:

- 1.EjLeA
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ell-A represents the tuation which is on in northern C n ario

where officiaTht-ang3Aap literaCy is taught in the primary grades to children

who speak onlyor maitiTy-a-Uitive language. In some 6.-ehools these students

__may receive_ instruction in Engrish/Enchas a Second language before, or

at the same time as, literacy in this ranguags introduced. In many of

these schoOls, literacy in the child's`; first languge; the Native language,

is introduced around grade fodr. With referente to the-issue of transfer

in this situation, then, the question centres on the relationshlp'-

learning to read in the gative language after first learning to red in --
an official language . Mountsfard 'states that

nd-language learning is not the, -same. as first-,

language leaining. In.learning to speak _a second

language we are not, acquiring articulacy over again

but-extending bur existing articulacy. As literates

=in our first language of.literacy we airenot, in

learning to read a sec6d language, acquiring literacy

over again, but extending our existing.literaey
Literacy is acquired- once-for-all, like lingua0-itSelf.

(quoted from Downing, l973: 71)

If this is in fact .the case, then what literacy skill's do children

is_type A situation have from their initial literacy experience

which may biOrC-onsequence in developing literacy in'another language?

Theywould have developed the essential colidept that language can be`

represented-SYtwo-diviensiOnal-Marks. f'ur'thermore, they probably know

how. to name, discriminate and write the graphemes of `the offical °'
language they have learned, as well as recognize thaecert'ain graphemes

combinations of graphemes dan be cqunted an to represent particular

-sounds either in not words or at least.in some kinds ot words.

.
If, theS'e students are :to begin Native language lit r.acy using the

syllabic systep; then they will have to learn a new set of graphemes.

It will not be-novel to the_m that these graphemes have names, and it may

be helpful to them that in the case of syllabics, the names of.the graphems

axe the same'as the sounds represented by the graphemes. However, the

child will have to learn to focus on the systema'Cic relationship between

the shape of the grapheme and .the consonant sound represented,, and the

orientation of the grapheme and the vowei'sound. The difficulty of such

a task,' coming After a roman systen'has been learned, is uncertain.

In addition, the children will have learned to divide EnglishPrench

speech into segmental phonolOgical units: that is, individual-consonants

and,vowels, as well as segmenting sentences into words. In the syllabic

system they will have to focus on syllable-sized units, not individual

'vowels and consonants. 'Nonetheless', the conceptualizatiOn of these

individual sounds will be useful in the rdcognition and use of the syllab e-

naI:consonant symbols of the syllabic writing system. In the official

janguages, wards tend to:be relatively short and discrete items. In

the Algonquian langt.rages, however, words tend to be very much longer, with

considerably more internal complexity than is the case. in English/French.
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far.more attention be.paid to the internal structure of words than

is the -case for recognizing words in an official language.

As noted earlier, English and French sppaking children haVe initial

.difficulties learning to:cope with the cOmplex soundsymbol relationships

in these writing systems. How much more difficult it most-:be for a learner

who does' not speak thekanguage,Csee4Downing 1973: 337 330. To the

Dative child who has learned to read 4n-an official language, the straight-

rward sound - symbol torrespondence of syllabics may be a pleasant relief

simiy because_he,is going from a more complex-system of correspondences
in the .second language tcva less complex System of correspondences in

the-first language.

-are, the possible areas Of-transfer in this .type A.-situation

when the second fahuage_pf literacy, that is the Native, language, is
taught in the-roman alphabet and -not_in the syllabic script? First,

the child Will hot hove to learn a new sef-af-gre Rhemes. In fact, fewer

graphemes are needed for Cree than for either English -or-French. However,

the sound correspondences for the graphemes will be different- -Thfs-is---%

not only true because the official languages have a many-to-onesound-
symbol correspondence, while the Native language roman orthographies

tend to have a one-to -one sound-Symbol correspondence,-but also because

graphemes such as t stand for different phonetic qualities in eaeh.
-vlanguage. However, these phonetic -values share many features in co mmon

and this may serve as a useful- mnemonic devide for prompting the

sound value'of-a _grapheme. It is Of course possible that students may-
initially tend to substitute the previously taught English/French phonetic
value of-a grapheme for the Cree phcinetic value, but this is not likely
to be a significant factor as the students in this situation are Native
language dominant and.hence more likely to. rely On the phonology of\

their dominant language. A second area of possible transfer is in the
use of diacritic marks. Recall that Cree utilizes diacritics- to-indicate
the phonemic distinction of vowel length. Those students who first learn
to read English before the Nativelaffiguage will be faced with diacritics

or the first,timp while _those students who read in French before the

Native language will be More familiar with the use of diacritics as .

part of an orthographic system. Onl.balance, it would appear to us that

because the units of the .respective orthographies are gRnerally equivalent,
the use of a roman orthography-for the Native language may prove to be a
smoother transition following literacy training in-an official language
than the use of a syllabic' orthography.

The type B Situation.

Cell_.E in Figure 3 represents those schools.where the rive children

_speak only or predominantly :an official language and learn their Native
language as alecond language.' The-main =language of the 'school is English_-
or French and literacy, in this langu4d is ,taught-firstwhile,literacy in
the the-Native language is taught as.a.cpmponent of the second language_
program, .This.type of program is fairly conmion in Natiye schools located
in Ihe.aonthern'part o6Onfario,; Since- the children are" fluent speakers.
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an official language, we_can.assu e that learning to read i.n their

,first language is unexceptionil..

Literacy in the Wative language is-generally introduced afte

year or twa'of oral instruction in the Native language, The factors -

involved in transfer of re,:ding skills in this situation are nearly

identical to those outlined for the type A situation above. It should

be note&however, that the regUar sound to syMbol correapon,denceof the

Native language orthography; whether syllabic or roman script, is partic-

ularly helpful for second language learners who may tend: to rely more

heavily on phonetic cues in.reading than do readers who are more fully

proficient in the language. This would'be even more the case because

the early-Native language training of the'children is orally based.

Learning to read may, serve to reinforce the oral langugage learning

,which is occurring (Warburton and Southgate, 1969).

At present, Cell C situations do not exist in Ontario, although',

gradual.transieion programs from the Native child'S first language, the

---Nalve-laugUageto an official language have been advocated by a'number

of educatiOkl, and NatiVidT-ganl-itations-(Ontar4o-Ministry-of-Education,---
1975Nationa1 jndian Brotherhood', 1972): The principle behind such a

prOgram isfthe progression from known to the unknowns that is, thee

is a' gradual ,transition in the language of instruction from the. Cstudens
firpt_language to an dfficial language. In the aiea of literaCy training

.This_ principle has been widely accepted (UNESSO 1953LGray 1956; tiowning

1973). ,

If a child first earns-to read in syllabics, whatag 11 be the

consequences .for' readi g transfer Wheh-he is introduced to reading, in an v

official language in grade 2 or' 3? First of all,,the child will be faced

with learning a new and quite different set of graphemes. A potential /

difficulty arises'in recdgnizing the difference between syllabic units

and single segmental units, This ,task is'confOunded.01 English and French

by the lack of correspondence between the letter names and their phonetic,

equivalents-which is not the 'ease in the 'syllabic system. Furthermore

the child in learning syllabics is likely to fOeus on 'orientation/es a

clue to recognizing the .phonetic value of a character. However, orientitiot

is'of little help. in recognizing letters in the roman script.' The additional

complexity of the roman characters compared to the syllabic characters may

serve to redUce the difficulty in adjusting to the recognition/of:roman

characterg. 'Eyidence was previously presented, which indicated that increased

character complexity simplified the task of recognition: However, further.

elaborations, ..such as the use of punctuation and upper and -lower case

,letters, may remain problematic in learning the roman system.

If the child 'first learns.to read the Native language using the

roman script, some of the difficulties mentioned above will likely be

reduced. However'some difficulty may arise through the confusion of

the phonetic value of-retters in their. Native language orthography with

those of the - English /French orthography. This is more likely to be 'a
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problem .than'in the Case A. Situation, since the transition is from

to second language.

Tranpfer of reading Has,been repeatedly used as- a rationale for
the chpice.df roman orthographies over syllabic ones (cf. Ellis, 1971;

Todd, 1971).. On an even broader scale, promoting reading transfer has .

beep one of the .most compelling. assertions made by the proponents of

transitional bilingualism programs-the world over (UNESCO, 1953) :. In

the- few inatances.wheteAath has been prepented to.support transitional
programs, the evidence has been.from the itransferof'reading skills.

It has been axiomatic in bilingual education that learning can be mo
effectivei accomplished when the instruction in the early years
education is in the mother tongue of the child.

Data in support of this claim is available from studies such as
Nancy Mod anti's (1973) work In the-Chiapas region of 'Mexico where Tzeltal-

.

speaking children attend either schools conducted only in Spanish, or
schools with utilize a transftionarprogram from Tz4tal into Spanish:-
After five years, the children in the=transitionai-prograM-Wefound to
read Spanish bet.terthan-the fchildrefi in the all Spanish school. This is-

particularly-remalkible as the transitional students had been reading
Spanishfor only two years, while the all Spahish program children had
been reading Spanish for five years, three years longer. -:Similar findings
have been reported elsewhere (see Fagle, 1975; Bratt-Paulston., 1975).

'Boxiever one of the'difficul ies with such an axiomatic approach to
.transitional programs isthe ready availability of clear Counter-examples,
The most-Striking counter example comes froM the French language immersion
programS for-English speaking`' - children. Lambert and Tucker (1972). describe

h a program where All-education is initielly_carried out in French
Reading in French is taught first beginning.in. the second. year (age 6).
After the third year of immersion, English languagerstudy is introduced.
By the enclof the fifth year the French immersion students' are equal to?
or better than, students in the regular English school not only in. reading

and writing -French, but-surprisingly in reading-English as well:.

Cpnsider as well the evidence of the Rizal Experiment in the
Philippines (Ramos, Anguilarand Sibayan, 1967) where stUdents were in
a transition program from Tagaldg to English. In this case, however,
it was found that reading ability in English was closely related to the
number of years of English instruction. rp other words the transition
students did ,not show positive cranifer of' eading.skillS-from-Tagalog

to English.
a

these data are well known and have been\commented on in the peda-
gogical literature (Engle, 1975; Sratt-aulstoin, 1974, 1975, Bowen, 1977).
A variety of social, historical and pedagogical factors have been proposed
to account r the discrepant' data.

The conclusions of Sodthgate-and Warburton (1969) regarding the
initial teaching alphabet previously referred to,are also relevant to
this discussion. Recall that theyreported that English speaking children

/--
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who initially learned to read'in i.t.a. showed a marked enhancement

of reading ability cimpared to students who'begin reading in' Standard'

English Orthograph (S.E.O.). However, this initial advantage was not

.transferred to reading in S.E.O. In fact those students who began

reading, in i.t.a. end up reading S.E:O. only about as well as children

who were reading S.E.O. throughout their schooling. This lack of

positive transfer_was observed across sociarcaasses. Moreover, it

is not possible to claim that language fluency had any constraining

effect on reading ,transfer as most of the students in he study were,

native speakers of English'.

We would like t suggest a.solution to these above data by
.Consiuering'tlie level of orthographic representation involvpd.
Previously we mentioned that English and French orthographies have

been frequently referred as morphophonemic in nature, while both

the syllabic, and roman orthographies for Cree are basically phonemic.

This distinction betWeen mdrphophonemic and phOnemic orthographies

-allows_for the demodStration Of a principle which seems to account for

.these-pxoblematic data. The following table summarizes these data:

Figure 4

.

N...

1..LLCJLClaSZ---
2nd literacy transfereracy

----1

Tzeltal Tzeltal Spanish

(phonemic) (yhonevie)

English French" English yes

(morPhophonentio ) (morphophonemic)

Tagalbg Tagalog' English no

(phonemic (morphophonemic)

English English no

.(phonemic ) , (morphophonemic)

Notice that where the level of Orthographic repre- ation of both.,

languages is essentially the same, transfer'takes place but where,

,the' level of representation of the two orthographic systems is

different no positive transfer is reported. Although this gener-.

alization is simply'consistent with the data and further investigation

is required to more adequately'support the 'claim, such an analysis

does suggest that the character, of orthographies is g factor to be

considered in,planning bilingual education programs.

Consider what this implies for the teaching of literacy in a

bilingual situation-involving Cree. Both-the Cree-orthographies
-eferred-to are of the phonemic type while English and French are'

moitiOphonemic. Therefore it could be hypothesized that, spontaneous
transfer ofreading skills from Cree to an official language Cannot be

expected. HoWevei----t+riR,.does---not mean that bilingual, prograum involving

tie Cree language are not potentially extremely beneficial. 'Rather,

it means that a high degree of reading transfer qannot'be
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necessarily anticipated,-and'that the curriculum in Such programs

must compensate by concentrating on ,developing the awareness of the

students of the difference in the orthographie'cohventions. How

important this factor may be in relation to the other perceptual

factors mentioned previously, remains to be ascertained through

further research.

The Type p Situa:tion

There is only one school at present Ontario of' the Cell D

type. At'West Ba, on Manitoulin Island the children are English

monolinguals,or English dominant. One school program howeVer is

conducted primarily in Ojibwa, a language closely related lo Cree.

ojibvia is used 'as the language of instruction in, the nursery and
kindergarten years, and Ojibwa literacy in the roman script is

introduced in grade one, Literacy in,English is introduced in grade

two.

Theareasconcernwithregardto the transfer' of reading skill
inthig- situation are much the sarne'as those discussed in the type' C

-situation, One major difference is that in the Cell C situation the

students speak thecNative language as a first lariguage,which they

learn to read at school. in this,Cell'D situation the children are

learning to read in their seebhd language. Thus, as noted in the
discussion of'the type B situation, it is probably easier for the

second, language learner-to learn to read in an orthography that is
closely tied to-the sgunds of the language. Both-the roman and syllabic

scripts' are satisfactory On this ground.

=Conclusions on Trans fe

This outline .has merely sketched some areas which-should be
'recognized as possibly influencing the transfer of reading skills' from.,

One language-to another. The precise amount of difficulty or benefit

to be derived from any one of the areas remains to be explored. What

is important however is bthat planners and particularly teachers be

aware of the.possible effectsxd reading in a first or second language

and of orthography switch for the beginning reader Thisawarness in

turn may lead to the,development of'programs:and instructional tecgniques'

:which capitalize on.the positive aspects of reading transfer and compensate

,for the neiativeaspeets. The most important generalization to be Made
here is that,- if the students are going from,one orthography to a different

type of orthography (i.e.;-from eithe'r official language to'syllahici or

from syllabics to an official language) they will have the task of learning-

new Material and concepts. On the other hand, if the ituden6 are going'

froM a Native roman orthography to an-official language or frOm an official

language to a Native,romen orthography, the task of learning new material
and concepts may be less, but the risk of confusion of the. two systems 'will

be.much greater.
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CONCLUSION

This study has been,cencerned with.two main issues:_ first, the

Possible effect of Native language orthography choice,on the teaching`,

of reading,_ and second, the possible influence of the organization of

a,bilingual program on the teaching of reading. We recognize'that a.-

number of other very influential variables in the choice of an ortho-

graphy for Native use have not been discussed. For example, it is

-recognized that each Native language occurs in a substantial number
of-readily-distinguishabledialects. If it is decided that the ortho-
graphy,should be-closely tied to the phonetic identity of surface
elements of the spoken language, then either each dialect will have to

use its-own version of the orthography, or ope dialect will have to be

-chosen as basic and the speakers of. the other dialectswill have to learn,'

to 'correct for' the discrepanCies between the dialect of the orthography.

and their own dialect .(see Downin3,1973: 181-216)- If,.on the other hand,

it is decided to use an Orthographychat is based on a more abstract level

of phonology, it is possible that the writing system would_satisfaetOrilY
represent most dialects, which would thus be mutually' intelligible in

written, even. if not in oral, form.

ThechoiCeof a particular orthography must- necessarily be based

on a consideration of-a number of social as well as linguiaticfactors.
It is not our intention to propose the social priorities that. should be

followed in choosing,an orthography.' But we would point out that-three

possibly conflicting sets of needs might influence the effectiveness of

any orthography-in the overall social context: 1) the needs of the

young-Child learning to -read to have the language represented in away

that is conceptually clear -to .him, 2) the needs of the more mature

of a writing system to_he able to communicate easily with others who qres

also literate in the language, and 3) the needs ofthesecond language-
Jearner to have the Language written so that he can`- readily interpret-

the writing-system in a meaningful way. Each jof theseoints 'hut -that

an orthography is 'merelNz a device for representing language and as suth,

it must be useful.- Therefore, in- 'Choosing an orthegraphy, one must

consider the current use of Natiye language orthographies in Ontario and

also consider what uses are anti6ipated in the fntilie.

An adequate account of current literacy practice amongst Native
language literates' is not available. However, 'it is clear that a con-,

siderable number of Native adults are literategin their on language.
In the case of literateS in an Algonquian language they maybe using
either a syllabic system or some variation of a roman orthography. The

obvious,areas of use are reading and writing for personal communication,
and reading as .a part of religious observance.. In addition there are also

some magazines, newspapers and occasiohallygovernment doCnmehts which are

written in'a Native language. We have already referred to the use'of

Native literady in, education. Nonetheless the availability of written

material the Native languages, and the functional utility of literady
in these languages is at present considerably more limited- than is the

case:for the official languages. The development of skilled mature,
readers requires extensive practice on a wide'array of materials and
in-the absence of such- material perhaps the needs of the mature reader
with respect to.orthography choice are Wes. least urgent to consider%
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Rather-it would seem reasonable that the concern for Native language

orthography and 14teracy be focused instead on the. deeds of the 'early

and_intermediatereader. Moreover, given that.the use of Native language

literacy. in' Native language-teaching is becoming more-widespread; rhe

needs of the second language learner should also be a concern for the

educator.- For-both beginning-reading and second language learning

there is considerable evidence that a phonemic type of writing syste

is an initial advantage.

In this paper we have attempted to outline some of the psycho-

linguistic.factors involved in reading which may be significant for the

development of bilingual literacy by Native students. The particular

importance of many individual factors remains to be assessed through

research both in and out of the classroom setting. What is clear however

is that there are a host of factors which need to be considered in order

to assure that the development of reading skills in a bilingual program

is hot impeded by instructional programs which. do nor carefully consider

the needs of the learner. There is every-reason to believe that literacy
in Cree and.other Native languages can add a valuable new diMension to

*
Nativ schooling when these precautions are heeded.

FOOTNOTES

Another Well-known syllabic system was developed,for Cherokee

by a Cherokee,, Sequoia. However, thia systenis unrelated 'to.

the BVans system.A description of Sequoia syllabary is

contained in Walker (1969).

2: Charles Fierd: "Style Manual for Syllabics" Appendix B in ,

Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Instructors

Manual n-an Basiccoursdill
Keyboard 1112 Department of'Indian and.Nerthern.

Affairs, 1976) P.39..

John Nichols (personal communication) of Lakehead University

states that orientation on individual characters: is -the greatest.

.difficulty for his NatiVeadult students who- are learning syliabica-,7

r. See discussion such issues.in Burnaby (1979) .

It is worth noting that Rozin and Gleitman (1977) have.-argued that
the characteristics -of, an orthography are crucial factors in the.

development of reading skiliS even in the first language.
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